-INTRODUCTION
An unresolved problem in liquid metal ion sources (LMIS) is the theoretical prediction of their current-voltage (i-V) characteristics; and whilst, in general, flow has a profound effect in this respect, it appears that in cases where the flow of liquid to the apex is not greatly impeded, the current level is controlled essentially by the effects of space-charges. The treatment presented below applies to the particular case of capillary-type LMIS; it is approximate, but leads to an analytical expression for the i-V characteristics, in terms of only measurable parameters, and agrees well with experiment. In the capillary-emitter configuration, a cone forms at the nozzle of the capillary (inset, Fig. 1 ), at a critical voltage, and emission occurs from the jet-like apex of the cone.
-THEORY AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
The one dimensional space-charge analysis of Stern et al /l/ has been shown in the past to form quite an adequate approximation for the calculation of the surface field of non-planar charge-emitting electrodes /2,3/. It is briefly summarised below:
Consider two plane, parallel electrodes, with a potential difference V Q applied between them; assume that one of the electrodes emits in free space (permittivity e 0 ) ions of charge-to-mass ratio (e/m); let E Q be the electric field acting at the surface of the ion-emitting electrode, and let F Q be the electric field acting at the same surface in the absence of any emission (i.e. spacecharge). After tedious manipulation of the original equations /1,4/ one can write for the current density j Q : (1) for the case when the space-charge is small (E ~ F ). When the space-charge is large (E << F ) one has:
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The hydrodynamics inside the cone-like protrusion, or cusp, is fairly straightforward. Ignoring the pressure inside the capillary -something that would not be justifiable for high flow impedance "needle" ion sources -one can integrate to obtain the total force acting at the lateral surface of the liquid cusp. Details of the treatment will be published elsewhere 171; but starting from the basic equation relating the net pressure at the surface of the cusp to flow, we obtain approximately;
where PR designates the total force (consisting of oppositely acting electric and surface tension forces) acting at the lateral surface of the cusp; p is the fluid density, ro is the apex radius of the cusp, and v, the fluid velocity near the apex. For not too great an emission angle, one can assume that the force at the ion-emitting apex of the cusp is given simply by the product of the net outward stress at the apex and the apex area (Ao).
Therefore, the total force Pt acting at the cusp-like liquid anode is given as:
T being the surface tension of the liquid. Also, where (Pt)=is the total force acting at a liquid emitter of the same shape in the absence of space-charges. Assuming now £or simplicity that all material transported to the apex is emitted in the form of ions, once can relate v . to the current i; with the further equation and assuming that one can combine (l), ( 5 ) , (61, (7) and (8) Inserting (11) into (10), and evaluating the result for CS+ ions, with V . -3 kV , one has a -1.3 X 1 0 -~. It follows, therefore, that a can be ignored from (9) with small error; at high currents (i-100 M), however, the error may increase, in view of the substantial neutral component of the emission which has been omitted in deriving (10).
We shall now proceed to calculate (Pt)= :
If we designate by g the angle that the liquid makes with the axis of the capillary (radius R) at the point of contact with the nozzle, then,
The first term on the r.h.s of (12) is the total electric force acting on the liquid, and is derived using the slender body approximation /8,9/; in this approximation the total force acting at the surface of a drop protruding through the nozzle of a capillary does not depend on the exact shape of the drop. k is a numerical constant /g/, given by:
h being the nozzle-to-screen distance.
Combining (9) and (12), and ignoring a(<<l), one has:
The extinction voltage, Vox , is the voltage for which i+o; hence, Fig 1 ) .
In evaluating (16) an average mass has been assumed for the CS ions, based on the mass-spectroscopic observations of Clampitt and Jefferies 1121; these authors found that the CS ion beam consisted of 83% CS+, 12.5% and 4.5% ( C S ) ' . Fig. 1 shows a comparison of (16) with the Culham experiments. It is seen that the agreement is encouraging. In spite of the approximate nature of the theory and nonideality of the experimental geometry, the agreement found strongly suggests that space-charges might indeed control the current level in capillary type LMIS (and, generally, in LMIS of low flow impedance).
